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Introduction {#acn3505-sec-0001}
============

The promise of human disease modeling and regenerative therapy relies on the ability to faithfully reconstruct the disease‐relevant cellular ensemble ex vivo. While immortalized cell lines and animal models have commonly been used for pathophysiological studies and for testing therapeutic interventions, numerous limitations exist. Virtually all cell lines used for drug screening consist of a singular cell type, and they are grown in two‐dimensional (2D) cultures, an artificial environment that is vastly different from living organs. Indeed, the inadequacy of such cultures to recapitulate the complex in vivo cell--cell interactions, tissue structures, and physiological functions is increasingly been recognized as one major reason accounting for drug failures.[1](#acn3505-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, many human pathologies are human specific and hence cannot be effectively reproduced in rodents. This is particularly true when it comes to the human brain, the most complex organ of the body.[2](#acn3505-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}

The need for more accurate ex vivo models have led to the development of 3D culture systems. A commonly employed 3D culture method involves generating cell aggregates and growing them in suspension cultures as spheroids. This approach is gaining popularity, particularly in cancer research, where a large body of literature has demonstrated improved accuracy of therapeutic responses.[3](#acn3505-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#acn3505-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Nevertheless, the in vivo cellular compartmentations and cell--cell interactions are not preserved in these systems. Recently, a stem‐cell‐based 3D tissue model, termed organoid, that better recapitulates tissue composition, architecture, and functionality has been developed.[5](#acn3505-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Organoids are in vitro 3D grown organized structures that mimic their respective organs (Fig. [1](#acn3505-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).[6](#acn3505-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#acn3505-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} They contain multiple organ‐specific cell types that are spatially configured and connected in a manner reminiscent of their in vivo counterparts. Importantly, organoids are capable of exhibiting key physiological functions of the organs, making them attractive as the next‐generation ex vivo model for disease studies and drug screenings.[5](#acn3505-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

![Organoids: organs in a dish. A diagram illustrates the concept of organoids, 3D cultured mini organ‐like structures that resemble their respective organs in terms of cell types, structures, and functions.](ACN3-5-226-g001){#acn3505-fig-0001}

The marriage between the abovementioned organoid method and human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs, including both human embryonic stem cells \[hESCs\] and human‐induced pluripotent stem cells \[hiPSCs\]) have led to the creation of a number of mini‐human "organs in a dish"; and the list is rapidly growing.[6](#acn3505-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Developing brain organoids is technically challenging due to the diversity of neuronal subtypes and the complexity of functional circuitry. Recently large 3D globular structures (organoids) of specific brain regions or the whole brain have been developed, and some of these models have been used to study neurological disorders and Zika virus‐linked brain infections. While the detailed technical aspects of brain organoids have been reviewed elsewhere,[8](#acn3505-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} here we provide a concise review for the medical community by focusing on their potential clinical applications, evaluating current limitations, and highlighting critical issues that need to be resolved before the brain organoid model can be maximally utilized for clinical translation.

Organogenesis in a dish: an overview {#acn3505-sec-0002}
====================================

Classical experiments in developmental biology have unveiled important principles of tissue morphogenesis: stem cells self‐organization with simultaneous lineage development and functional specialization, guided by specific factors and signaling molecules.[7](#acn3505-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Remarkably, these abilities remain intact even when the stem cells are taken out of their naïve environment -- this forms the molecular basis of growing organ‐like structures from stem cells ex vivo.[7](#acn3505-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#acn3505-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} In 2009, Hans Clevers\'s group described the first long‐term cultures of self‐organizing intestinal crypt‐like structures from mouse gut stem cells.[10](#acn3505-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} This landmark paper established a novel experimental paradigm for generating tissue organoids. Subsequent studies worldwide confirmed the generalizability of such approach to human stem cells, and produced organoids of a variety of organ types including colon,[11](#acn3505-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} intestine,[12](#acn3505-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} prostate,[13](#acn3505-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#acn3505-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} fallopian tube,[15](#acn3505-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} stomach,[16](#acn3505-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} liver,[17](#acn3505-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#acn3505-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} kidney,[19](#acn3505-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} lung,[20](#acn3505-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} and brain.[8](#acn3505-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

Human neural cultures: historical aspects {#acn3505-sec-0003}
=========================================

Unlike rodents, of which various brain parts of either embryonic or adult stages are readily available, human neural tissues are largely inaccessible. The derivation of hESCs[21](#acn3505-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} and more recently hiPSCs[22](#acn3505-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} open the door for generating human neural models as these stem cells can be differentiated into any cell types of the body including neural cells. Prior to the advent of brain organoids, neuroscientists have strived to establish neural differentiation protocols from the hPSCs. Drawing on the insights learned from early embryogenesis, Chambers et al. discovered that blocking TGF*β*/BMP signal pathways in hESCs resulted in highly efficient neural differentiation.[23](#acn3505-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} This led them to identify specific inhibitors of the SMAD proteins (downstream effectors of TGF*β*/BMP signaling) as potent neural fate inducers, constituting the basis of the so‐called dual‐SMAD inhibition protocol that is widely used for directed neural differentiation today.[23](#acn3505-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#acn3505-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Upon extended differentiation in culture, these neural stem cells gave rise to functionally mature neurons expressing markers of different cortical layers.[24](#acn3505-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} It is noteworthy that astrocytes appeared later in culture than neurons, reflecting the correct developmental timing of gliogenesis after neurogenesis.[23](#acn3505-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#acn3505-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Independently Yoshiki Sasai\'s group explored directed differentiation of hPSCs after embryoid body (EB) formation, and developed a method known as the serum‐free culture of embryoid bodies after quick reaggregation (SEEBq).[25](#acn3505-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#acn3505-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} When specific neural inductive molecules were added, they generated polarized neural tissues.[25](#acn3505-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#acn3505-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}

Collectively, these pioneering studies revealed the neural‐default lineage competence of hPSCs showed that key aspects of embryonic neurogenesis could be recapitulated in vitro and demonstrated the feasibility of guided differentiation toward brain regions via manipulation of extrinsic signaling, thus paving the way for the development of 3D brain organoids discussed below.

Brain organoids: current technologies {#acn3505-sec-0004}
=====================================

Building on these earlier works, a recent flurry of papers described the generation of various neural organoids (Table [1](#acn3505-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}), ranging from the whole‐brain organoids,[27](#acn3505-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#acn3505-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#acn3505-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} to large sub‐brain regions such as cortical organoids,[30](#acn3505-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#acn3505-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} to specific regions, including cerebellum,[32](#acn3505-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} midbrain,[33](#acn3505-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} adenohypophysis,[34](#acn3505-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} hypothalamus,[35](#acn3505-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} and hippocampus.[36](#acn3505-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Comparing with the classical neurospheres, these organoids are generally much larger. More importantly, within these organoids the neural progenitors and neurons are arranged in an organized manner, a critical feature that is absent from the neurospheres.

###### 

Summary of published human brain organoids papers discussed in this paper

  -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Protocols of brain organoids           This set consists of research studies that described generation of organoids of different brain regions. Note that for some brain parts more than one method have been reported.   [27](#acn3505-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#acn3505-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#acn3505-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#acn3505-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#acn3505-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#acn3505-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#acn3505-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#acn3505-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#acn3505-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#acn3505-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#acn3505-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#acn3505-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#acn3505-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}
  Characterizations of brain organoids   This set consists of studies that primarily focus on detailed molecular as well as functional analyses of existing brain organoid models.                                          [28](#acn3505-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#acn3505-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#acn3505-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#acn3505-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}
  Applications of brain organoids        This set consists of studies that apply brain organoids to either reproduce neuropathological phenotypes, understand disease mechanism, or screen therapeutics.                    [31](#acn3505-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#acn3505-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#acn3505-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#acn3505-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#acn3505-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#acn3505-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#acn3505-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#acn3505-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#acn3505-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}
  -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Among the published studies, Lancaster et al. reported the first human brain organoid model that was entirely cultured in 3D.[27](#acn3505-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} One remarkable feature of their cerebral organoids is that a plethora of brain regions, including cortex, hippocampus, hindbrain, and even retina, was observed within these large 3D globular structures (Fig. [2](#acn3505-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). In addition to the increased size, cerebral organoids showed highly thickened neuronal lobes within which neural progenitors and neurons reside. Immunostaining analysis revealed the presence of distinct zones such as the ventricular zone (VZ), the intermediate zone (IZ), and even the cortical plate‐like structure, similar to the developing brain.[27](#acn3505-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#acn3505-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Particularly exciting is the presence of so‐called outer subventricular zone (oSVZ), an embryonic structure that is uniquely expanded in humans but absent in rodents. OSVZ is thought to contribute to our bigger cortex.[37](#acn3505-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Interestingly, when Lancaster et al. subjected mouse embryonic stem cells to the same protocol, organoids could form but did not contain distinguishable oSVZ, suggesting that this 3D organoid system can recapitulate at least some human‐specific aspects of neurogenesis.

![A model of human midbrain organoids. (A) Developing (day 35) human midbrain organoids contained multiple polarized neuroepithelia. Apical side is marked by aPKC (red), basal side is enriched with neuronal cells marked by MAP2 (green). Note that the green‐orange color staining lining the exterior of the organoid is due to nonspecific staining of Matrigel. Scale bar: 500 um. (B) Long‐term cultures of human midbrain organoids accumulate neuromelanin (black spots).](ACN3-5-226-g002){#acn3505-fig-0002}

3D brain organoids may better capture some important physiological features. We have recently succeeded in generating human midbrain‐like organoids (hMLOs) from hPSCs following a guided self‐organization principle.[33](#acn3505-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} These organoids grew to more than 2 mm by 30 days and contained layered neuroepithelia similar to the developing midbrain (Fig. [2](#acn3505-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). Furthermore, gene expression, immunostaining analysis, and electrophysiological recording of pacemaking firing indicated the presence of cardinal midbrain dopaminergic neurons.[33](#acn3505-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Most importantly, hMLOs released dopamine, and over long term culture reliably and robustly produced neuromelanin, a dark pigment found in human substantia nigra (Fig. [2](#acn3505-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}C).[33](#acn3505-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#acn3505-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Given none of previous studies reported production of neuromelanin in vitro, the 3D midbrain organoid model uniquely allows preservation of important physiological features of the human midbrains, and may represent a useful platform to study human midbrain development and associated diseases.

Translational applications of brain organoids {#acn3505-sec-0005}
=============================================

Neurodevelopmental disorders {#acn3505-sec-0006}
----------------------------

Leveraging on the remarkable recapitulation of early events of brain development in organoids, Lancaster and her colleagues applied their cerebral organoids to model microcephaly, a neurodevelopmental disorder.[27](#acn3505-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Loss‐of‐function mutation in *CDK5RAP2* has been implicated in microcephaly, but mouse models failed to reproduce the full spectrum of human phenotypes.[39](#acn3505-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#acn3505-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} When brain organoids were generated from microcephaly patients harboring truncating mutations of *CDK5RAP2*, they were found to be significantly smaller than the ones generated from controls.[27](#acn3505-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} The authors went on to show that precocious neuronal differentiation likely contributed to the overall smaller dimensions of the patient‐derived organoids.[27](#acn3505-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Using the same system, Li et al. demonstrated folding of the brain organoids, a major feature that distinguish us from rodents. They further used it to model expanded cortical growth and macrocephaly.[41](#acn3505-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}

Two groups independently adapted the brain organoid method to study Miller--Dieker syndrome using patient iPSCs.[42](#acn3505-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#acn3505-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Their results identified several cellular features of this classical form of lissencephaly, including aberrant cell cycle of outer radial glia and non--cell‐autonomous alteration of WNT signaling.[42](#acn3505-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#acn3505-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}

In another example, Mariani et al. used forebrain organoids to study idiopathic autism spectrum disorder (ASD), a disease with a strong link to dysregulated neurogenesis.[31](#acn3505-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} They found several differences, including an overall overproduction of inhibitory neurons (likely as a result of increased FOXG1 expression), altered cell cycle of the neural stem cell, and abnormal synapses and neurites.[31](#acn3505-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} This study extends our understanding of early molecular and gene expression changes in sporadic ASD.

Neurodegeneration {#acn3505-sec-0007}
-----------------

Raja et al. explored iPSC‐derived forebrain organoids to model the Alzheimer\'s disease (AD).[44](#acn3505-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Their results indicated that major hallmarks of AD‐associated pathological phenotypes, such as amyloid aggregation and tau hyperphosphorylation, could be sufficiently reproduced in organoids derived from familial AD (fAD) patients.[44](#acn3505-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Importantly, these phenotypes emerged after long‐term culture, with amyloid aggregation preceding tau pathology. These findings lend support to the amyloid hypothesis of AD, and are in agreement with another recent paper[45](#acn3505-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} which utilized a 3D culture of dissociated neural stem cells. Raja and his colleagues further presented evidence that *β*‐ and *γ*‐secretase inhibitors treatment of AD patient‐derived organoids significantly attenuated amyloid aggregation and subsequently tau pathology.[44](#acn3505-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Overall, this study demonstrates the capability of brain organoids in elucidating key pathological phenotypes of AD and illustrates their potential utility as a preclinical drug discovery model.

Neuroinfection {#acn3505-sec-0008}
--------------

Several research groups applied the brain organoid model to study Zika infection, a current epidemic that has been strongly linked to newborn microcephaly.[35](#acn3505-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#acn3505-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#acn3505-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#acn3505-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#acn3505-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#acn3505-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} These studies have provided evidence that human neural stem cells are selectively vulnerable[35](#acn3505-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#acn3505-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} and more susceptible to premature differentiation[50](#acn3505-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} upon Zika virus infection, providing a molecular explanation for the observed microcephaly. A further study suggested activation of innate immune responses as a possible mechanism for Zika‐induced neuroprogenitor cell death.[47](#acn3505-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} In addition, organoid model has been used to identify putative receptor proteins mediating Zika entry into the nervous system.[49](#acn3505-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Most recently, brain organoids were used to validate potential repurposed drugs for treating Zika infections.[51](#acn3505-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}

Current limitations of brain organoids {#acn3505-sec-0009}
======================================

Heterogeneity {#acn3505-sec-0010}
-------------

Although the whole‐brain organoids pioneered by Lancaster et al. contain a palette of different brain parts, their spatial positions relative to one another are often haphazard and do not correlate with the in vivo configuration.[27](#acn3505-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#acn3505-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} In addition, even within the same batch of organoids, there is variation among the organoids in terms of the parts of brain represented and their spatial distributions.[28](#acn3505-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} As a result, current methods are most suited to investigate strong or overt phenotypes. Given that cerebral organoids develop in the absence of any inductive factors, this high level of heterogeneity is somehow expected, and may be largely explained by the lack of reproducible body axes.

Consistent with that notion, improved uniformity is seen in the region‐specific organoid models which employ soluble neural inductive factors, but still there exist considerable variabilities.[30](#acn3505-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#acn3505-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#acn3505-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} At least three reasons could account for them. One reason stems from the fact that the starting cells, either aggregates of dissociated hPSCs or larger clumps, are not sufficiently quantified. It is also reasonable to assume that autocrine signaling exist within these starting cells -- such signals remain poorly defined and can be another source of variation between and within batches of organoid preparations. Given that most brain organoids are long‐term cultures, subtle differences at the beginning of culture are likely to be propagated and amplified to give rise to huge variations at the end. Finally, the embedding material, Matrigel, is a poorly defined proteinaceous mixture secreted by Engelbreth--Holm--Swarm (EHS) mouse sarcoma cells. Matrigel is not only rich in laminin, but also contains a host of other proteins and growth factors. Thus, variability from Matrigel may also contribute to the heterogeneity of brain organoids.

Potential solutions {#acn3505-sec-0011}
-------------------

The key issue is to reconstruct the proper patterning factors axes in a spatiotemporally defined manner reminiscent of the developmental program. One possible way to establish a continuous morphogen gradient in the organoids is through the use of slow‐releasing microbeads.[53](#acn3505-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} Bioengineered scaffolds with regulated signal release may represent another promising method to install external body axes and guide localized differentiation.[29](#acn3505-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#acn3505-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} Second, regarding the variability of starting cells, a deeper understanding of stem cell biology may enable more precise control of the cells, thereby enhancing reproducibility. Finally, synthetic biomaterials, such as hydrogels, with biophysical and biochemical properties optimized for neural tissues, could replace Matrigel as the embedding matrices.[55](#acn3505-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}

Absence of physiological neural cell types {#acn3505-sec-0012}
------------------------------------------

Besides neurons, glial cells including astrocytes and oligodendrocytes are essential for normal brain integrity and physiology. Nevertheless, among all published organoids reports only a handful described the presence of functional astrocytes and oligodendrocytes, and they emerge late in culture.[30](#acn3505-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#acn3505-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#acn3505-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#acn3505-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} The inadequate presence of functional astrocytes and oligodendrocytes thus limits organoids' use to study glial‐related aspects of neuropathology.

In addition to the abovementioned bona fide neural cell types, intact brains also contain many other cell types such as microglia, pericytes, and even meningeal cells.[59](#acn3505-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} These cells play critical roles in maintaining functional homeostasis of the brain and safeguarding it against infections or traumas. Given the non‐neuroectodermal origin of many of them, it is perhaps unsurprising that prevailing methods of generating organoids do not produce these cells.

Potential solutions {#acn3505-sec-0013}
-------------------

During neural development neurogenesis precedes gliogenesis, thus extended time of culture may be required to generate more astrocytes and oligodendrocytes. Alternatively, methods to accelerate the appearance and maturation of astroglial cells should be developed. For the inclusion of non‐neural cell types, one way may be to first generate them separately, and later add them to the brain organoids.[60](#acn3505-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#acn3505-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#acn3505-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}

Lack of vascularization {#acn3505-sec-0014}
-----------------------

In all brain organoid models described so far, there is no vasculature. This deficiency severely limits the size of viable organoids can grow to, beyond which nutrient and oxygen delivery become insufficient and necrosis inevitably ensues. The normal diffusion penetration distance is much shorter than the thickness of the neonatal cortical zone (over 2 mm).[63](#acn3505-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} Indeed this could be a critical reason for the lack of a more elaborated and structured cortical plate in established organoids. Vasculature is also important for later stage of SVZ development during which it serves as the neurogenic niche.[64](#acn3505-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#acn3505-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}

Potential solutions {#acn3505-sec-0015}
-------------------

Better designed bioreactors may facilitate more efficient nutrient delivery and has been recently shown to be a promising approach to generate organoids with improved quality.[35](#acn3505-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Alternatively, microfluidic perfusion network may be implemented to facilitate oxygen, nutrient, and waste exchange. Furthermore, with coculture of microvascular endothelial cells and other supportive cell types, artificial blood--brain barriers may be incorporated within the organoids.

Immaturity {#acn3505-sec-0016}
----------

Current brain organoids closely resemble fetal brains,[28](#acn3505-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#acn3505-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#acn3505-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} and can only partially represent the diverse functional cell types of the brain, making them less ideal for studying complex network activities and circuit formations. It also raises the question as in to what extent can brain organoids effectively model neuropsychiatric or neurodegenerative diseases.

Potential solutions {#acn3505-sec-0017}
-------------------

The ability to maintain healthy and functional organoids allows long‐term culturing, during which spontaneous maturation will occur.[58](#acn3505-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} This will likely be driven by technical innovations.[35](#acn3505-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} The existence of genetic forms of premature aging diseases (including Hutchinson--Gilford progeria syndrome and Werner syndrome), provides us with another means of accelerating aging in a dish. Studies have shown that introduction of these disease‐causing genetic variants into otherwise wild‐type cells recapitulates many aspects of cellular aging.[67](#acn3505-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} Taking this approach into 3D brain organoids may be potentially very useful for inducing adult or aged phenotypes within an experimentally feasible time frame.

Brain in a dish: future promises {#acn3505-sec-0018}
--------------------------------

From the discussions above, it is clear that the emerging field of brain organoids is imperfect, but it holds great promises and may recapitulate novel disease phenotypes that classical 2D neural cultures cannot achieve. To facilitate an easy evaluation of the relative strengths and weakness of the 3D organoids technology, we have compared several relevant aspects between 3D organoids and 2D neural stem cell cultures in Table [2](#acn3505-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}. Organoid technology may bridge the gap between disease genetics and clinical applications, complement conventional cell‐line‐based drug screenings, and can potentially foster development of personalized therapy. Below we present a perspective on the potential of brain organoids, and we anticipate that, through a concerted effort between stem cell biologists, neurologists, bioengineers, and material scientists, brain organoids can be a revolutionizing tool for neuroscience research that ultimately lead to better clinical practices (Fig. [3](#acn3505-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

A comparison between 2D neural stem cell cultures and 3D brain organoid cultures

                               2D cultures                                                                                                                      3D organoids
  ---------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Homogeneity and purity       Relatively homogenous, mostly with a few cell types                                                                              More heterogeneous, with a diverse set of neuronal cells (and some non‐neuronal cells)
  Functional maturity          Cell mature after long‐term culture                                                                                              Cell show enhanced maturity after long‐term culture
  Culture period               Shorter (weeks to a few months \[\<6 months\])                                                                                   Longer (months to \> a year)
  Cell transplantation         Yes                                                                                                                              Not reported yet, more challenging
  Probing disease mechanisms   More suitable for investigating diseases involving singular cell types; less ideal for complex interactions or neural circuits   May be utilized for structural abnormalities, multicell‐type interactions, or functional connectivity.
  Drug screening               More amenable                                                                                                                    Less amenable
  Personalized medicine        Yes                                                                                                                              Yes
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![A schematic of generating human brain organoids (left) and their potential clinical applications (right). Either human embryonic stem cells or induced pluripotent stem cells can be used to generate human neural cell aggregates in 3D. As these neural organoids mature in culture over time, they typically contain laminated neuronal cells similar to the human brains. The human brain organoids may be used for electrophysiological studies, disease modeling, drug screening, or personalized therapeutics.](ACN3-5-226-g003){#acn3505-fig-0003}

Optimizing the model system capable of showing relevant phenotypes {#acn3505-sec-0019}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Systematic optimization of the SFEBq method with different regimes of neural inductive factors will likely expand our toolbox of region‐specific brain organoids, and lead to establishment of brain tissues with subregions/domains adjoining with appropriate orientation. As a proof‐of‐principle, three recent studies have reconstituted forebrain organoids by fusing dorsalized and ventralized cortical organoids that were independently generated, and observed substantial interneuron migration within the organoids.[56](#acn3505-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#acn3505-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#acn3505-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} These new models will enable us to study the diverse collection of neurodevelopmental disorders, many of which could not be possibly studied with current methods, such as corpus callosum agenesis.

With more mature organoids it would be possible to study aspects of neuronal connectivity, synaptic plasticity, and network activity, which are inevitably altered in neuropsychiatric diseases including schizophrenia and depression.[70](#acn3505-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} Likewise, neurodegenerative diseases may be studied if the organoids can be endowed with an aging phenotype. In this regard, it is encouraging that (1) a model of human midbrain organoids produced neuromelanin, a dark pigment found in adult midbrains, after 2 months of culture;[33](#acn3505-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} (2) long‐term cultured AD iPSC‐based brain organoids recapitulated both A*β* and tau pathology in a sequential manner.[44](#acn3505-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Further development in incorporation of other relevant cell types[60](#acn3505-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} and accelerating maturation and/or aging in a dish[67](#acn3505-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} would be extremely exciting and important.

Modeling environmental challenges, toxicity, and infections {#acn3505-sec-0020}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Compared with 2D neural cultures, 3D brain organoids have demonstrated more accurate cellular behaviors and have the potential to be used for modeling viral infection or for neural toxicity studies.[51](#acn3505-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#acn3505-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} At present a major technical barrier is the heterogeneity of organoid cultures, which might be addressed by innovative bioengineered approaches such as scaffolds, micropatterning, and bioreactors.[35](#acn3505-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#acn3505-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} With improved uniformity and reduced intra‐ and interbatch variations, we anticipate to find increased usage of brain organoids in phenotypic screening against various agents such as toxins, stressors, viruses, and drugs. In line with this, the recent series of studies following Zika outbreak, starting from identifying target cells, locating possible route of entry, illuminating downstream cellular mechanisms, to screening candidate drug molecules, provided a nice illustration of the power of the brain organoid model in our endeavor to combat a global health threat.

Enabling personalized disease modeling and precision medicine {#acn3505-sec-0021}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Coupling iPSC technology with brain organoids opens up opportunities to model neural diseases in a personalized manner. Individual‐derived brain organoids could serve as a potential source for cell therapy, or can be used for drug testing either in a therapeutic or preventive manner. Comparison between organoids derived from patients and healthy controls should reveal disease‐relevant insights that are informative to both clinicians and researchers. Moreover, for complex diseases organoids may serve as an in vitro surrogate to allow better patient stratification based on more defined endophenotypes.

Recent advances in genome editing technologies, such as clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR), enable precise DNA alterations.[73](#acn3505-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#acn3505-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} These methods would create isogenic lines which differ exclusively at a particular DNA sequence(s), thus permitting unequivocal delineation from genotype to phenotype. This powerful approach shall uncover the pathophysiological roles of many known causal mutations and guide targeted therapeutic interventions. Considering many neurological diseases are genetically complex, as evidenced by the large number of risk (and protective) genetic variants identified by GWAS and sequencing studies,[75](#acn3505-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} we envision that this approach would also serve as the foundation of a platform to vigorously interrogate the function of these disease‐associated genetic loci, either individually or in a combinatorial manner.

Conclusion {#acn3505-sec-0022}
==========

While still being a relatively recent discovery, brain organoid is rapidly evolving as the next‐generation in vitro model system. As outlined in our review, current brain organoids are far from being perfect, and have limited value in studying overt phenotypes mostly related to early neurodevelopment. Nevertheless, we envision that with joint progress made by bioengineers, material scientists, and molecular biologists, improved brain organoids will soon be generated, and they will likely to bring significant benefits in every level, from basic research to drug discovery, and to clinical practices.
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